DUETTo special edition
Familiar but different
Hanna Korvela’s best-known product, the Duetto rug that has won numerous international awards, has been
manufactured by hand in Finland for 20 years. This spring, the classic is different. Five new, powerful tones
have been added alongside the elegant standard colour range. Traditionally, the power of the Duetto rugs has
been in their ability to blend into modern decor and provide space for details. The Special edition does not
merely blend in. It takes its place and receives the attention it deserves. It is, in itself, the detail whose quality
endures.

Dont worry, it’s special
The new Duetto rugs not only make life more beautiful, they also make it easier. The cotton tricot and paper
yarn now have a very long-lasting treatment that makes the rugs dirt-resistant. Even coffee and wine stains
can be removed by a light sweep. The rugs only need to be used; maintenance could not be more effortless.
The new treatment is ecological and free from harmful substances (the matter is certified according to OekoTex 100 standard), and it is not felt on the skin. Clean, natural materials, on the other hand, feel wonderful on
the skin.
Product information:
Materials: 100% cotton and paper yarn
Production: handwoven in Finland
Sizes: custom sizes, max. width 350cm
Colours: cotton 24 colours, paper yarn natural, white, black and grey, warp black
Further information:
Jussi-Pekka Räsänen, +358 50 361 4231, jussi-pekka@hannakorvela.fi
Hanna Korvela, +358 50 514 2559, hanna@hannakorvela.fi

Hanna Korvela’s name represents clean materials, high-quality Scandinavian handwork, and harmonic beauty.
Hanna Korvela’s products are featured in the selections of the world’s most esteemed interior décor stores.
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